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Introduction

The purpose of this report is to explore the expansion of the FIRST Robotics
Competition (FRC) in California and investigate what socioeconomic and geographic
factors a�ect teams. In addition, this report will also look at factors that may a�ect
team sustainability and study what may allow teams to remain sustainable. This
report will be used to help guide the Orange County Robotics Alliance (OCRA) and
future decision making within our community to help spread robotics based STEM
programs more equitably within our state.

This report focuses on the FIRST Robotics Competition and ignores the reach of
other large STEM programs like FTC, VEX, and MATE ROV. These programs are
often cheaper, easier to run, and more sustainable than FRC programs, but FRC is
often marketed as one of the biggest flagship programs in this space. Future
iterations of this report will hopefully include more competitions to broadly look at
access to robotics based STEM programs.

All the data collected and presented in this report was compiled using The Blue
Alliance and using the Python uszipcode library for income data and this 2010
Census source from Stanford for demographic data. If there are any inaccuracies,
please contact OCRA at secretary@ocra.io.

A Note About Zip Codes
The socioeconomic data presented here groups teams with their registered Zip
Codes. Zip Codes were created to represent postal routes, not to represent people.
Zip Code data does not always accurately represent the inhabitants of areas, nor
does it properly indicate the reach of programs that take students from di�erent
communities. However, it is a starting point in looking at where issues and
opportunities for growth may be in our state and provides a point of reference
where data is available for us to readily look at.

As soon as the 2020 Census Data becomes publicly available, a new version of this
report will be created to more accurately document the reach of Californian FRC
programs.
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2021 California Registration Statistics
California teams represent a large proportion of FRC teams across the world. In
2021, 255 teams registered for FRC in California. These organizations represent ~10%
of teams in the United States and ~8.3% of teams across the world.

Over a 10 year period between 2010 to 2020, the amount of active teams grew
approximately by 15.45 teams a year. However, registration during the 2019 and
2020 seasons seemed to slow down with a gain of only 3 teams a year occurring
during that two year period.

The impact of COVID has been heavy on our whole community. For the 2021 season,
4 new teams registered but 74 old teams did not. For the first time in CA FIRST
history, the amount of active FRC teams in the state went down.
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Where Teams Are (And Are Not)

A General Look at California

22.82%
Of the population lives in
a Zip Code with at least
one FRC team

32
Of California’s 58 counties
have at least a single FRC
team

33.13%
Of high income1 residents
live in a Zip Code with at
least one team compared
to only 20.69% of low
income2 residents

The following data looks at access statistics. Although living in the same Zip Code as
an FRC team does not guarantee that a team would accept a student or guarantee

that a team won’t accept students
from outside of their Zip Code, this is
the best metric we currently have to
characterize access. Access in this
context is defined as the percentage
of a demographic group that lives in
the same Zip Code as a team. The
following is the mathematical
representation of this formula. The
amount of people in each group is
dictated by the demographic group
we are looking at and the location of
the group we are studying.

2 Low Income defined by a household making less than $60,000 a year

1 High Income defined by a household making more than $200,000 a year
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𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 % =   # 𝑃𝑒𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑍𝑖𝑝 𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝐹𝑅𝐶 𝑇𝑒𝑎𝑚
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝑒𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒 

When we look at 2010 Census data and FRC teams registered in 2021, we can see
that around 22.82% of Californians live in a Zip Code that at least one FRC team is
located in. However, once we break down what groups live in Zip Codes with teams,
we can see that access is not equal between certain groups.

We can see that around 22.88% of White communities and 29.67% of Asian
communities live in a Zip Code with at least one FRC team, which can be contrasted
with sub 20% rates for Black, Native American, and Hispanic communities.

Additionally, households in California making less than $60,000 per year have
significantly less access than households making more than $60,000. Yet, these low
income households make up 49% of all Californian households.

We can see this pattern in unequal
access between High, Middle, and Low
Income Households continue on the
individual county level as well from the
table on the right. This is simply done by
taking the Middle/High Income Access
Percentage and subtracting the Low
Income Access Percentage. A positive
access di�erence indicates that
Middle/High Income households have
more access than low income
households, while a negative access
di�erence indicates the opposite.

Low Income is defined as a household
making less than $60,000 a year. Middle
Income is defined as a household
making between $60,000 and $200,000
a year. High Income is defined as a
household making more than $200,000
a year.
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We can see that across the whole state of California, High and Middle income
households have more access to teams than Low income households. San Diego,
San Mateo, Alameda, and Sacramento Counties have a higher access di�erence
than the entire state, potentially showing that team access might de facto limit
participation to households making $200,000 per year or more. On the other end,
we can see that Ventura, Monterey, San Francisco, Santa Barbara, and Yolo
Counties significantly swing the other way with more access to households making
less than $60,000 per year.

In addition to unequal access within counties that have teams, we can see patterns
in counties that don’t have teams. The 9 counties with the largest percentage of low
income households do not have a single team. The top 20 counties with the largest
percentages of low income households only have 12 teams in total, while the top 10
counties with the largest percentages of high income households have 106 teams.

County View
The following few sections study di�erent counties in California and highlight places
that FRC can grow in the region. We will be looking at Race and Income data from
the Justice Map.

So we can condense the pages, below are the Justice Map descriptions and color
keys to help interpret the data.

Justice Map - Race Plurality
Race Plurality details what racial group has the most
inhabitants in a certain area over other racial groups. This
can be useful to see if there are racial groups that visually
disproportionately do not have access to FRC teams.

Justice Map - Income
Income shows median household income from the American
Community Survey 2014-2018 five year summary. This map view can
be used to see where FRC can potentially grow to help impact low
income students.
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Los Angeles County

Where We Are
Los Angeles County has 58 teams, the most out of
any other counties in the state. Total access rates
seem to be consistent with the state average.

Where We Can Grow
According to the US Census Bureau3,  around 48.6%
of the county’s residents are Hispanic or Latino, yet
only 16.87% live in a Zip Code with a team. Looking
at the “Los Angeles Team Zip Codes Over Race
Plurality” Map, we can see that there are large
portions of majority Hispanic/Lationo
neighborhoods that don’t have teams in East LA,
South LA, the San Fernando Valley, and the center
of San Gabriel Valley.

3 https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/losangelescountycalifornia/RHI725219
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San Diego County

Where We Are
San Diego County has 37 teams and a fairly high
access rate of 41.70%. Reach to Middle Income
communities is slightly higher than total
population reach, but Black, Native American, and
Native Hawaiian/Native Pacific Islander
communities are well below total reach.

Where We Can Grow
Like most of California, a big point of growth in
San Diego can occur in lower income
neighborhoods. Areas that might benefit from a
team are San Ysidro, La Mesa, Oceanside, Logan
Heights, and Castle Park. It should be noted that
many of these areas did once have a FRC team
that is now defunct, indicating that sustaining
current teams may be more important than starting teams in underrepresented
areas for long term reach in this region.
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Orange County

Where We Are
Orange County has 21 teams and a total
population access rate of 24.28%. This number is
2 percentage points greater than the whole state
of California. While reach to White and Asian
communities seem to be higher than the total
population rate, the margins are fairly small
compared to other regions, with the largest
percent point gap being 4.2.

Where We Can Grow
Orange County might benefit from the creation
of new teams, especially in high population
density areas that currently do not have a team.
These areas include Santa Ana, South Anaheim,
Garden Grove, and Lake Forest. It is also
important for teams in these areas to be aware
of their recruiting practices and biases and evaluate if their teams properly
represent the areas and communities they are from.
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Ventura County

Where We Are
Ventura County has 12 teams with 53.09% of the
population living in a Zip Code with at least one
team. Uniquely, Black, Native American, Native
Hawaiian and Pacific Islander, and Hispanic
groups have higher access than White and Asian
groups. Low Income households also have
significantly more access to teams compared to
High Income households. High access rates and
an inversion of access di�erentials may indicate
that this is a region that other regions should
emulate to help with disparities in their own
counties.

Where We Can Grow
While access rates are remarkably high, this may
be a result of Zip Code tracts that are larger than other counties. Sustaining all
current teams should be a priority, as well as ensuring that the participants in
programs represent the communities the programs are from.
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Team Life Cycles

Current State of Sustainability

255
Californian teams that are currently

active

327
Californian teams that once were active

that no longer are

While California had 255 teams register for the FIRST Robotics Competition in 2021,
the state crossed a grim milestone where for the first time we had more teams that
were no longer active than teams that currently are active. While the pandemic
played a hand in more teams not registering for the 2021 season, this milestone has
been on the horizon for a few years with a steady rate of teams falling o� each
year and new team registration rates dropping from 2018 to 2020.
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The chart above compares the amount of seasons alive teams have been around
for against the amount of seasons defunct teams were active for prior to stopping.
For the defunct teams in orange, the team age starts with 0 because around 7.03%
of defunct teams registered for a single season but did not participate in a
competition.

We can see that the majority of defunct teams, around 22.63%, stopped after one
entire competition season. Around 59.62% of defunct teams only lasted three entire
seasons. The first three seasons seem to be absolutely critical in helping a team
establish footing in the program to keep going. Focusing e�orts on helping
sustain teams three years old or less may be the best way to help sustain teams in
the long run.

Interviews with Defunct Teams

As a part of preparing this report, we reached out to mentors from teams that are
no longer active throughout California to learn more about their experiences and
better understand how and why those teams became inactive. The following parts
will catalog lessons learned from these mentors as well as recommendations for
organizations interested in helping sustain teams going forward.

Team 7025
Team Name: BETA
Seasons Active: 2018
Team Type: School Based
Mentor Contact: Ryan P.

Issues the Team Had
1. The team had limited funds, mostly provided by the teacher, for their first

year.
2. Student buy-in was di�cult to build.
3. The FRC Bag and Tag system was discouraging for the team.
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4. The team wanted to run di�erent drivers throughout a single FRC competition
to allow all students to operate the machine they collectively worked towards,
which disadvantaged them compared to teams with single driver/operators.

5. The steep learning curve that came with building an FRC robot for the first
time was di�cult to climb given a lack of mentors prior to events.

Suggestions for Supporting Organizations in the Future
1. The teacher suggested that organizations have an automatic way to help

connect rookie teams with mentors when they first get started.
2. A web page that aggregates key information on running a team and the

di�erent technical challenges would have helped the team.

What Might Have Helped Sustain the Team For More Seasons?
1. The team would have had a greater chance of continuing if they had more

mentors experienced with the program with them during their rookie season.
2. Grants that helped programs after their rookie season would have also

helped the team.

Team 5102
Team Name: The Underbots
Seasons Active: 2014-2019
Team Type: Community Based
Mentor Contact: Brian B.

Issues the Team Had
1. The non-profit that controlled the funds the team had raised was not directly

tied to their program and STEM educational programs. The team had issues
working with the organization.

2. Due to external constraints, the team had issues recruiting students for the
program.

What Might Have Helped Sustain the Team For More Seasons?
1. A robotics specific 501c3 organization that would act as the team’s “bank

account” from their rookie season may have helped solve many issues the
team was having.
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Team 5877
Team Name: Mechalodons
Seasons Active: 2016-2018
Team Type: School Based
Mentor Contact: Steve F.

Issues the Team Had
1. The team was registered out of a school, but the team was physically run out

of a mentor’s garage due to space restrictions at the school.
2. The school controlled the team’s budget and how it was spent.
3. The team found it di�cult to get buy-in from administration and teachers.
4. Most of the team’s budget every season was spent on the price of

registration for FRC.

Suggestions for Supporting Organizations in the Future
1. Organizations should advocate for teams and programs at the school district

level to help administration and sta� see the scale and importance of STEM
based robotics programs, especially FIRST.

a. On a smaller scale, materials to provide administrators to show scale
and impact would be also useful.

2. Centralized support resources for new teams, such as a website, booklets, or
workshops, on how to run a team would help teams get started.

What Might Have Helped Sustain the Team For More Seasons?
1. The mentor cited that easy to access education for teams on how to raise

funds for programs would have helped provide more funding.
2. A specific robotics class at the school may have tied the school more closely

with the team in providing more support, space and resources.
3. The mentor suggested that the program may have considered working with a

robotics specific 501c3 organization for fund management, contingent on if
the organization would have also helped provide the team insurance.
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Common Issues With Sustainability
The three interviewed teams are from vastly di�erent regions and socio-economic
environments, yet shared some common problems that led to di�culties in program
sustainability. The problems can be broken up into the following categories.

Student Buy-In
A lack of student buy-in involves not having enough students or dedicated enough
students to keep a program running. This can stem from issues with recruiting or
engaging students once in the program. Without student buy-in, keeping a program
running becomes di�cult as other support resources can become discouraged and
the point of STEM based programs becomes less and less apparent.

Mentor Support
Teams can struggle to find mentors who can help their programs, as well as retain
them over time. Without adults who can help run a team, the burden of a program
can fall on a few individuals and lead to massive burnout that can end a program.

Additionally, bringing on adults to serve as the Lead Mentor can be di�cult without
required institutional knowledge. FRC teams can be complicated to manage without
prior knowledge, given the complexity of event registration, Kit of Parts selection,
TIMS management, as well as day to day program operation. Without a Lead
Mentor taking on many of these responsibilities, teams can struggle to keep going.

Financial Management
Obtaining and managing funds for a program’s operation can be di�cult for new
teams. When getting started, programs can struggle to know where to store funds
and how to apply to grants and other funding  if they already are not a 501c3. This
can lead to programs tying up their financial management with organizations that
are not familiar with the quick turn-around and relatively large cash flow teams may
have. These organizations may react in ways that can harm teams in the long run.

Additionally, many grants are available for rookie programs, but can be di�cult for
these programs to find when getting started. These grants often can not be
obtained after their rookie season, when teams need funding the most to keep
programs running. Bridging the gap between initial funding and funding from
sustainable resources is important to keep teams active past their initial few years.
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Takeaways and Recommendations
The FIRST Robotics Competition in California has a significant impact on
participants but has problems with sustainability and access to certain groups within
the state. The following are key takeaways from the report as well as
recommendations to organizations that are interested in helping the program within
the state, but specifically for the Orange County Robotics Alliance.

Focus on Sustainability
As of 2021, there are more defunct teams than teams that are currently active. The
majority of defunct teams in the state stopped operating in under three seasons of
being active.

Helping Teams Build School Support
When working with a school and a school district on establishing a team, resources
to help show the value of such programs and the level of support required can be
useful in bringing in support from administration. Creating easily accessible and
consumable resources, as well as directly working with teams going through this
process can help aid in this e�ort.

Grants for Teams Three Years Old or Younger
When organizing grants for teams and working with other organizations on creating
grant programs, look at the age of teams applying and consider weighting teams
less than three years old higher than older teams to help sustain young programs.

Rookie Mentor Programs
Work with regional directors to find teams that are starting in a particular year and
help connect them directly with mentors and resources. Having an alumni or former
mentor work directly with a program can help with many hurdles rookie teams face.
Resources to help rookie teams fundraise as well as materials to provide school
administrators about the program might help sustain programs as well.

Increasing Mentor Resources
New mentors can be encouraged to grow and continue helping programs by being
provided resources and connections to the external community. Organizations can
help facilitate this growth in local regions by facilitating meet and greets,
workshops, and online groups between mentors in a region.
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STEM Education 501c3 Bank Account
Connecting teams with an organization that is able to act as a 501c3 “bank” can
meaningfully impact young teams by providing them a non-profit for grants to be
awarded to as well as remove an administrative hurdle when they are establishing a
foothold. This can be more impactful if this is also tied to insurance the team can
use, as well as resources to help transition the team to their own 501c3.

As a note, OCRA is interested in potentially providing this function to teams. Please
contact OCRA if you are looking for advice or are interested in this sort of service.

Emphasize Program Reach within Underrepresented Groups
In the whole state and many counties across the state, certain groups have
significantly less access than other groups to FRC programs around them,
specifically Black, Native American, Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander, Hispanic,
and Low Income communities. When evaluating program performance and
deciding where to allocate resources, we should be mindful of who our initiatives are
reaching and working in a way to ensure resources are equitably spent on
underrepresented groups.

Work With Community Organizations When Looking to Start New Initiatives
If organizations are looking to start new initiatives to help address equity issues in a
specific region of California, the organizations should reach out specifically to
groups in the communities they want to target. Some organizations that may be
good partners for these e�orts can include the National Society of Black Engineers
(NSBE), the Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers (SHPE), and Society of
Women Engineers (SWE).

Honestly Assess If Your Programs Represent Your Community
Periodically, FRC teams and initiatives should be examined to assess if the
participants and leadership in the program are representative of the community the
program is from. It can be di�cult to look inward and dissect how things currently
are, but doing this sort of evaluation is key to figure out weaknesses in program
reach and figure out how to expand recruiting to benefit everyone. Additionally,
general goals are good after finding where problems may be, but programs may
have more success if they specifically target 1 or 2 groups that they may not
represent.
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Future Improvements
In future iterations of this report, Zip Codes should be phased out and replaced with
US Census Tracts to better evaluate program reach. In addition, the 2020 Census
data should be used for all measurements.

Credits
A huge thanks Ryan P., Steve F., and Brian B. for taking time out of their lives to talk
about their team’s and what the community can do better to help teams going
forward. Mentors like these are the backbone of everything we do and we greatly
appreciate their e�ort and passion for the program.

Additional thanks to The Board of The Orange County Robotics alliance, who
provided valuable input in creating this report.
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